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Astronomy Day 2002

April 20 marks one of the biggest public astronomy
events of the year, as TAAS once again hosts
Astronomy Day at the Coronado Shopping Center in
uptown Albuquerque.

The daylong event includes exhibits by TAAS, the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory, the Lodestar
Astronomy Center, the Apache Point Observatory,
and many more. TAAS’es exhibits will include an
informational booth, solar viewing, spectral analysis
demos,and telescope making demo’s. Your
Astronomy Day chairs this year are Judy Stanley and
Sammy Lockwood.

Solar Viewing at Astronomy Day
Photo by Sammy Lockwood

Astronomy Day was born in California in 1973. The
Astronomical Association of Northern California,
decided that rather than try to entice people to travel
long distances to visit observatory open houses, they
would set up telescopes closer to where the people
were - busy locations - urban locations like street
corners, shopping malls, parks, etc. The strategy paid
off. Not only did Astronomy Day go over with a bang,
not only did the public find out about the astronomy
club, they found out about future observatory open
houses.

Today, Astronomy Day
occurs sometime
between mid April and
mid May on a Saturday
near or before the 1st
quarter Moon.
Astronomy Day events
take place at hundreds
of sites across the
United States.
Internationally
England, Canada, New
Zealand, Finland,
Sweden, the
Philippines, Argentina,
Malaysia, New Guinea
plus many other
countries have hosted
Astronomy Day

   activities. Each location
   plans and executes
   events that work best
   for their local area.

Astronomy Day has always been TAAS’s biggest and
toughest public effort, taking weeks to organize, and
the full resources of the club.  However TAAS has
always done an outstanding job, and this year is no
exception. Hat’s-off, and many thanks to the great
folks that made this day possible.
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President’s Update
Ray Collins

❖

❖

I have been giving serious thought to the heading
President’s Update. It fits the subject matter very badly:
anyone who feels that he has been brought up to date as a
result of reading one of these pieces is certainly confused!
President’s Procrastination … I like the alliteration, and it
proclaims truthfully my dilatory nature. (Some facts:  it is
Saturday afternoon, April 13th, and I just finished the
infernal 1040 and PIT-1. Dan, ever the long-suffering editor,
has reminded me that the rest of the May edition is ready
to go to press.) I am looking forward to running down to
the Messier Marathon – the sky is now wonderfully blue
and cloudless, after a miserably cloudy morning – and
therein lies my extrinsic motivator:  first the Update
(President’s Protraction?), and then I will go out to play.

A short time ago I read Fish, a book by Stephen Lundlin,
Harry Paul and John Christensen, on methods for
improving morale and performance in the workplace.
From the Fortune 500 boardroom to the classroom, leaders
around the country have been studying the corporate
culture of the (world famous!) Pike Place Fish Market in
Seattle, where it is immediately obvious that work is
performed with an intentional attitude of play. (This
premise fairly resonates with my world view and life
experience!) Some of the benefits of play that the book
clarifies:

• happy people treat others well,
• fun leads to creativity,
• the time passes quickly,
• having a good time is healthy and
• work becomes a reward and not just a way to

rewards.

I am so glad to be a part of the TAAS Board, where
playfulness interleaves – subtly or flagrantly – with the
hard work of carrying out the Society’s mission. (Barry
Gordon, our wonderful and perennial  observer, supplies
his own distinctive leavening, one horrendous pun after
another, when the Board is tending toward excessive
gravity.) I have noticed over the years that the end of our
formal meeting only marks the beginning of an informal
meeting which lasts up to an hour longer – outside on the
parking lot, standing around! The business here is laughter,
but continues an attitude that is evident in all our dealings.
At 10 o’clock on a Thursday night, logic would suggest
that all might just head for home and bed, but some of us
do so only reluctantly.

There is more to the (world famous!) TAAS Board humor.
Here, without the author’s permission, is a snippet of an e-
mail our Secretary, David Nelson Blair, shared with Board:

Does TAAS care about the little guy?
Are we straightjacketed by Neptunian thinking?—(which

dismisses the sunward pebbles entirely and counts only
four planets).  ...
I have taken the liberty of extending our so-called “Five
Planets” party at UNM on April 26. Minor planet Vesta
has accepted my invitation to grace the horns of the Bull,
nicely in line between Jupiter and Saturn.  ...
Of course, since I invited Vesta, I’ll actually have to show
up myself for once. See you there!

I believe that every member of TAAS who renews her or
his membership more than once has tapped into an
essential truth:  that our greatest joy as amateur
astronomers accrues when we discover that work does
equal play. To be sure, we are not earning our living
handling smelly fish in a cold warehouse. But being a
volunteer worker for and with TAAS does contain many
of the same benefits of working in an positive work
environment. Fish could as well have been entitled Stars!

There is a necessary balance, of course, a cost-to-benefits
ratio if you will, between the energy and time we invest in
our hobby and the pleasure this brings to us. Burnout is a
factor in any organization where new members are not
encouraged to come forward and lighten the workload of
those who are permitted to do too much for too long.
Assuredly, I am using this platform to deliver both an
invitation and a reminder:  some 20% of the TAAS
membership does 100% of the work which is enjoyed by
100% of the members. There are many jobs awaiting people
willing to discover the fun of undertaking them.

Enough, I am off to the Messier Marathon. The sky is very
promising. But a few lines of William Wordsworth’s Star-
gazers will continue the tradition now one month old.

What crowd is this? what have we here! we must not pass
it by;
A Telescope upon its frame, and pointed to the sky:
Long it is as a barber’s pole, or mast of little boat,
Some little pleasure-skiff, that doth on Thames’s waters
float.
The Show-man chooses well his place, ‘tis Leicester’s busy
Square;
And is as happy in his night, for the heavens are blue and
fair;
Calm, though impatient, is the crowd; each stands ready
with the fee,
And envies him that’s looking; – what an insight must it
be!

Surely a paean to dark skies of yore, and an early – if
mercenary – ancestor of TAAS’ own Coffee Shop
Astronomers!
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Astronomy, Chaco Style
If you are not yet a Chaco-holic, well, it’s just a matter of
time. And attendance at our April meeting is sure to put
you one step closer.

Gracing our gathering will be two of our own—TAAS
members John Sefick and G.B. Cornucopia, with a program
entitled “1,000 Years of Astronomy At Chaco”. G. B. is a
National Park Service interpretive ranger at Chaco Culture
National Historical Park and an expert on
archeoastronomy, the study of astronomy as practiced by
ancient cultures. John is a part-time Park resident and
noted CCD astrophotographer whose images have
appeared in Sky & Telescope. John and G.B. were, and are,
driving forces in the development of Chaco’s astronomical
facilities and programs, continuing the long tradition of
astronomical practices at that spectacular dark-sky site.
At our meeting, G.B. will discuss ancient astronomy at
Chaco, while John will cover the modern with a stunning
collection of his Chacoan astrophotos. Assisting G. B. and
John with their presentation will be Angie Richman, a
UNM graduate student in astrophysics who conducts
research at Chaco.

At our action-packed Kids’ Activity, appropriate for ages
6 to 16, Judy Stanley will be showing your budding
astronomers how to determine the size of the solar system
using an ordinary roll of toilet tissue—I kid you not!

This is sure to go down in TAAS annals as a memorable
meeting, and it will provide an excellent introduction to
Chaco for those who want to attend our June 8 Chaco star
party. So don’t miss the boat! The General Meeting starts
at 7:00 PM. Regener Hall is located on UNM’s Main
Campus, west of Popejoy Hall. For more information,
contact Karen Keese at pr@taas.org or 261-0040.

April 27, 2002

General Meeting
Karen Keese

At our second March general meeting, there was much ado
about…nothing. The lecture was “Emptiness in Modern
Astronomy”. The lecturer was a surprise last-minute
replacement, as Dr. Stephen Gregory had been taken ill. His
colleague, Dr. Neb Duric, kindly stepped in and delivered Dr.
Gregory’s material with great aplomb. Professor Duric has been
teaching in UNM’s Physics and Astronomy Department since
1986. He has a PhD in Astrophysics from the University of

Highlights of the March 30

General Meeting
Karen Keese

Toronto, and his areas of interest are extragalactic astronomy
and cosmic ray astrophysics.

Professor Duric’s program, illuminated with an excellent slide
show prepared by Dr. Gregory, focused on the role of empty
space in the universe, and the two aspects of cosmic emptiness:
voids, large regions where no galaxies exist and vacuum energy,
the energy that exists in voids.

We all sometimes take the “global view”; well, cosmologists take
the “universal view”, looking at the structure of the universe by
considering galaxies—the primary observable entities in the
cosmos—as points distributed in three-dimensional space. The
1970’s were a busy time for cosmologists; this was when it was
first determined that galaxies were randomly located; and when
Dr. Gregory and two other scientists first discovered both
superclusters, the congregations of galaxies that become
apparent when taking that universal view, and cosmic voids,
the vast regions between superclusters which are empty of large
structures.

It turns out that all galaxies lie in superclusters, which are
filamentary in shape. But voids dominate the universe,
occupying approximately 98% of its volume! Despite their name,
voids are not empty. Professor Duric explained that even a
vacuum is not a total lack of energy—it is the minimum energy
possible at a given place and time. Consider this:  the sum of all
atoms in the universe makes up only 30% of its mass; the primary
energy density in the universe is attributable to the vacuum
energy contained in the cosmic voids.

Since Edwin Hubble first showed in the 1920’s that other galaxies
were moving away from the Milky Way, i.e. that the universe
was expanding, one of the burning questions in cosmology has
been:  Will the universe eventually collapse or continue to
expand? Professor Duric explained that there are three theoretical
possibilities for the future of our universe:
1. That it is a closed universe, and will eventually collapse.
2. That it is an open universe, and will keep expanding forever.
3. That it is a critical universe, and will stop expanding at some
infinite point in the future.
Recent cosmological research indicates that (and Dr. Gregory
says this is the strangest thing he knows) because the universe is
dominated by the voids, space itself is making the universe start to
accelerate. The very nature of vacuum energy predicts that the
expansion of the universe will accelerate.

In response to the question “Why study voids?”, Dr. Gregory
slyly answers “Because they’re not there”, and to “Why study
them? he replies “Because they give clues about galaxy
formation.” Dark matter and vacuum energy, the components
of cosmic voids, help cosmologists explain how the universe
evolved. Voids hold the key to galaxy evolution, and vacuum
energy density holds the key to the evolution of the universe.
As Dr. Gregory says, emptiness is where it’s at.

Professor Duric moderated an energetic question-and-
answer period after his lecture, and graciously continued to
answer questions throughout the social hour. I’ve heard of a
captive audience, but in this case we had a captive speaker. Many
thanks to Drs. Gregory and Duric for a thought-provoking
evening; we are privileged to have access to such fine educators
and scientists.
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School Star Parties
Judy Stanley, Education coordinator

education_coord@taas.org
• April 23  Tomasita Elementary
  701 Tomasita St NE
• May 14  Central Elementary
   520 N Main St - Belen

Astronomical Events
❖

❖

❖

❖

Limited School Star Parties
Sammy Lockwood

for more info, go to www.taas.org
• April 30  Griegos Elementary,
    near Valley High School

May 2002
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SUN MON WED THU FRI SAT

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

TUE

5/1 05:16/18:54
5/15 05:04/19:05
5/31 04:55/19:16

Sunrise/Sunset

Planet Rise / Set (5/15/2002)
Mercury 05:52/20:20 Saturn 06:23/20:36
Venus 06:46/21:23 Uranus 01:14/12:07
Mars 06:38/21:11 Neptune00:14/10:35
Jupiter 08:18/22:44 Pluto 20:15/07:06

• UNM

• UNM

• UNM

• GNTO
  Committee Mtg

• School StarParty
    Central

Elementary
    (Belen)

• Board Meeting
    (7 P.M. @ PandA

Bldg.)

• UNM

• Last Quarter
   @ 01:17

•New Moon
   @ 04:46

• Full Moon
   @ 05:51

• First Quarter
   @ 13:42

• UNM

¥ The Sidereal Times

   Deadline

•  GNTO-CTC

• GNTO

• Oak Flat

• GNTO
   Training

• ATM Workshop
    7 P.M., Valley HS

• ATM Workshop
    7 P.M., Valley HS

Starfire Tour Date Postponed
A tour for the Starfire Optical Range
(SOR), originally scheduled for May
3rd, has been postponed.  We are
currently working with the SOR for a
new date, and will keep you posted.

• On May 1 Mercury gets the closest
it will to Venus, 5.8º, before reaching
maximum sunset altitude (for 40º N)
on May 3 and greatest elongation
(21.0º) on May 4.  Mercury is closest
to Mars - 9.1º - on May 8 and Saturn -
5.9º - on May 15 before falling quickly
back towards the Sun.  It actually may
be too dim to see after about May 8
when it is magnitude +1.1.  But on
May 13 it forms with the Moon one
end of a minimum span of just over
33º that includes the Moon and all five
classic planets, working upward:
Mercury, Saturn, Mars, Venus and
much higher Jupiter... the core of the
great planetary arrangement is Venus,
Mars and Saturn.

• Can you detect big star cluster M35
near NMars on the evenings of May
30 and 31?  How about 8th-magnitude
Vesta just 3.5’ south of 6th-magnitude
star around 20UT on May 4?
• May 26  04:13 (MDT) penumbral
eclipse begins: first contact of Moon
with Earth’s shadow.
• On May evenings the Milky Way lies
nearly flat around the horizon.  so you
can well visualize it as a plane, even
though you cannot see it - except
possibly the part lying highest, in
Cygnus, to the northeast.  If you walk
toward that part, you are walking
forward in our direction around the
Galaxy, with the galactic center on
your right.
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Notes
TAAS = The Albuquerque Astronomical
Society
GNTO = General Nathan Twining
Observatory - premium observing night.
GNTO-CTC = Must confirm with GNTO
Director - Pete Eschman ( gnto@taas.org, or
873-1517). Check TAAS-L listserv for
information
GNTO Training = GNTO observing and
training
UNM = University of New Mexico
Observatory. Call the TAAS hotline @296-
0549, or the UNM hotline @ 277-1446  to
confirm, or unm_coordinator@taas.org
ACSA = Albuquerque Coffee Shop
Astronomers. Contact Sammy for
information or visit www.taas.org and select
sidewalk astronomy
ATM = Amateur Telescope Making.  Call
Michael Pendley for information @ 296-0549,
or atm@taas.org
PandA = UNM Physics and Astronomy.
Corner of Lomas and Yale.

TAAS
General Meeting

April 27, 2002
Saturday,   7P.M.

Regener Hall - UNM
Subject:

Astronomy, Chaco Style

Speakers:
John Sefick and G.B. Cornucopia

Kid’s Activity:

Toilet Tissue Solar System

❖

❖ ❖

June 2002

1

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

SUN MON WED THU FRI SAT

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

TUE

30

ATM Workshop
Ray Collins/Mike Pendley

atm@taas.org

The Amateur Telescope Making
workshop is now in operation.  The
workshop meets the first and third
Wednesdays of each month at Valley
High School, 1505 Candelaria—the
north side of Candelaria, just west of
12th street.  The meetings begin at 7
P.M. and are in Building E, Room #3.

• UNM

• UNM

• UNM

• UNM

• Oak Flat

• ATM Workshop
    7 P.M., Valley HS

• ATM Workshop
    7 P.M., Valley HS

• GNTO
  Committee Mtg

• Board Meeting
    (7 P.M. @ PandA

Bldg.)

•  GNTO-CTC

• TAAS
General

    Mtg, 7 P.M.
    Regener Hall

• Last Quarter
   @ 18:06

•New Moon
   @ 17:47

• First Quarter
   @ 18:29

• TAAS
General

    Mtg, 7 P.M.
    Regener Hall

• GNTO
    Chaco
    Canyon

• Full Moon
   @ 15:42

6/1 04:55/19:17
6/15 04:53/19:24
6/30 04:57/19:26

Sunrise/Sunset Planet Rise / Set (6/15/2002)
Mercury 03:47/17:31 Saturn 04:36/18:53
Venus 07:33/21:52 Uranus 23:13/10:06
Mars 06:05/20:38 Neptune 22:11/08:32
Jupiter 06:45/21:06 Pluto 18:10/05:01

❖
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Minutes of the Board of Directors Meeting
David  Blair

❖

❖

❖

❖

Minutes of The Albuquerque
Astronomical Society Board of Directors
meeting, 28 March 2002, Physics and
Astronomy Building, The University of
New Mexico:
President Ray Collins called to order
the Board of Directors at 7 p.m.
Attending members were the
president, Karen Keese (vice
president), Dave Brown (treasurer),
David Blair (secretary), Pete Eschman,
Dan Richey, Barry Spletzer, Judy
Stanley, and Chris Wilson. Absent
were members Larry Cash and Neil
Goldberg. Society members Barry
Gordon and Gordon Pegue also
attended.
Minutes of the February 28 meeting
were accepted without amendment.

Treasurer’s Report
Dave reported the following funds—
checking, account funds,  $5199.40 (up
$159.20 from last month); savings
account funds, $1,208.54 (up $0.09
from last month); total funds on
deposit, 6,407.94 (up $159.29 from last
month).
Fund totals—General, $1,427.89;
Observatory, 2,574.05; Education,
1,439.65; Explorer, $66.99; Dark Sky,
$199.36; Broline, $700.00.
Major revenue—membership, $785;
donations, $420. Major expenses,
March newsletter, $392; Insurance
$192; Applications and supplies $188,
Christmas party hall, $100.
Membership—regular 206 (up 3);
family 62 (up 2); education 23 (no
change); total paid 291 (up 5),
honorary 4 (no change);
complementary 11 (no change), total
membership 301 (up 5).
Dave noted that the cost of general
indemnity insurance had increased.
He also noted the receipt of several
donations in the name of the late
Lyman Sandy, a long-time TAAS
supporter.

Retrospect
Ray noted that Dr. Monica Cyrino had
proved to be an excellent speaker:
“We’ll have her back.” Karen said she
had followed up, thanking the
speaker.
Pete reported that about thirty people
had attended the GNTO picnic and
open house, including eight to ten
from the Alamogordo club. Due to

wind, food was served in the warm-
up building (normally taboo). As
darkness fell, the Isengard and several
sturdy telescopes on the observing
field provided a nice view of comet
Ikeya-Zhang.
Barry reported that the sidewalk
astronomers had discovered that the
Rio Grande Flying Star was an
excellent venue for observing due to
hospitality and a nice western sky.

Upcoming Events
The board discussed a request my
member Mark Nagrodsky to
announce his shop’s Meade Day at the
TAAS General Meeting, and decided
to grant permission.
The scheduled speaker for the March
30 General was to be Dr. Stephen
Gregory for a discussion on empty
regions of the universe.
Future speakers will include John
Sefick and G. B. Cornucopia (April),
Len Duda (June), and Dave Finley
from the NRAO sometime during the
summer. The June meeting will be in
Regener Hall, not at the Lodestar
Astronomy Center, as previously
planned.
April 26 will be a special five planets
event at the UNM observatory, an
opportunity to observe Mercury,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn in the
same evening. Ray called for lots of
scopes.

Committees
Nine attended the previous GNTO
Committee Meeting. Pete thanked
Barry Gordon, who is retiring from the
committee, for long service. Pete noted
that recent work involved CCD wiring
and making the 16-inch dobsonian
more portable.
He thanked Barry Spletzer for an
excellent article on the upcoming
Messier Marathon, Mark Kroska for
GNTO web pages now in the works,
and LaFarge Cement for donating
hard drives.
Pete requested the purchase of a color
wheel for the CCD camera, which
would enhance its ability to efficiently
produce full-color images. The price
of the wheel is $764, of which $500 will
be covered by a donation from George
Pellegrino, and $100 by a donation
from Gordon Pegue. The board agreed
to cover the remaining cost.

Judy demonstrated the spectral
experiment, which TAAS has recently
purchased for school star parites. The
final two school parties of the year will
be a Tomesita Elementary School in
Albuquerque and Central School in
Belen. She will also conduct an in-
service training session at Onate
Elementary School for teachers who
wish to learn how to use the star lab.
Sammy conducted a star party for
about 100 home schoolers.
Barry Spletzer noted that grants
applications were in the works to be
directed toward PNM and Intel.

Power Plants
Ray noted that April 8 would be the
day for the Rio Air Quality Permit
hearing at the Belen City Hall. He did
not anticipate that TAAS could make
any challenge to a power plant based
on air quality concerns, but he
suggested that the organization show
solidarity.

Astronomy Day
Sammy displayed patches for the
coming Astronomy Day, April 20, and
noted that banners are also finished
and in the hands of the Society.
The board discussed the feasibility of
a special edition of the Sidereal Times.
Because the printing schedule was
tight and timely availability of the next
issue uncertain for that reason, the
board decided on a special publication
designed for prospective membership.
The board also approved expenditure
for the printing of fifty posters and 200
flyers for astronomy day.

La Semilla
Judy, speaking for herself and Karen,
circulated a packet introducing a
master plan for the 2,700-acre La
Semilla nature refuge and
environmental education campus. She
noted that signing a letter of support
did not bind TAAS to any specific
commitment. In a letter to the Board,
Judy and Karen said: “We believe
developing a partnership is a positive
and fruitful direction for TAAS.”
After discussion concerning TAAS’s
available human resources, the Board
agreed to signing a letter of support.

The TAAS Board of Directors
adjourned at 9:06 p.m.
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Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
❖
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❖
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For details on events (including a
handy event map sheet), visit the
Backyard Astronomy Website:
http://mywebpages.comcast.net/
backyardastronomy

Ryan Gray
backyard@taas.org

Backyard

Astronomy

Ryan Gray

Judy Stanley

School Star Party News

Sharing the Wonders

of the  Night Sky

 At our President’s request I submit
for your consideration a brief
statement and short poem that for
me, summarizes the awesome
thrill of sharing astronomy with
others.

In the preface of his book, Murmurs
of Earth, Carl Sagan describes the
“message in a bottle”, our species
launched into space in 1977 in the
form of two robot emissaries
known as the Voyager Spacecrafts.
Affixed to each craft is a gold-
coated copper phonograph record
as a message to possible
extraterrestrial civilizations that
might encounter the spacecraft  in
the future. Along with music,
pictures, and sounds, “Earth’s
Greatest Hits”,  the message
includes this statement from Kurt
Waldheim, the then Secretary
General.

“As the Secretary General... I send
greetings on behalf of the people
of our planet.  We step out of our
solar system into the universe
seeking only peace and friendship,
to teach if we are called upon, to
be taught if we are fortunate.  We
know full well that our
planet and all its inhabitants are
but a small part of the immense
universe that surrounds us and it
is with humility and hope that we
take this step.”

A Young Astronomer’s First Poem:
“I saw a giant meteor streaking
through space.

It fell into my telescope, and
smacked me in the face!”
We have one more official school
star party left!  May 14th, in Belen,
we’ll be at Central Elementary.

(Check www.taas.org for a map to
the school - thanks Sammy!)  This
school is always a joy to visit.
Central Elementary folks go all out
for us as they usually invite the
entire city!  In years past we’ve had
450+  participants!  If you’ve never
been to a school star party this is

your Big Chance to see what the
excitement is all about. Don’t miss
it!  It will be well worth the short
drive to dark skies and down home
hospitality. Docents will begin
arriving around 6:15, the first Star
Lab show will be at 7:00.  Slide
presentations, Comet making,
Spectral Analysis, and other demos
run about every  20 to 30 minutes.
Telescopes of every size, make, and
model will be displaying
spectacular views. We pack up and
head home around 9:00ish.

Photos by Eric Bucheit

R e m e m b e r
these events are
held, rain or
clouds.  See
YOU there!
(Distinction -
the word,
“RAIN” refers
to droplets of
water that fall
from the sky.)

At our June General Meeting we’ll
offer a short summary  and
celebration of the success our
outreach effort has enjoyed this
school year. We invite all readers
of this article and anyone else who
has a pulse, to join our Docent
Family.  Our program won’t be
complete without YOU!

Become an  astronomy emissary;
it’s relatively painless and the
rewards are immense!
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GNTO News & Views
Pete Eschman ❖

❖

❖

❖

March 16th marked a very successful
Spring Equinox Picnic and GNTO Open
House.  Over 30 people attended this
event, including around ten members of
the Alamogordo Astronomy Club, and
Ken and Eileen Craft who stopped by on
their trip from Minnesota.  Ken and I had
been exchanging e-mail for a few months
leading up to the visit, so it was fun to be
able to meet them.  Conditions were a bit
cloudy and somewhat windy, which I
think may have diminished the TAAS
turnout, but those who showed up shared
some great food and company.  We had
the potluck in the Ortega Building, and
this space proved perfect for such a large
crowd, setting an all time occupancy
record with room to spare.

Our early evening treats were some
fantastic views of comet Ikeya-Zhang (C/
2002 C1), which was a stunning sight in
binoculars as well as a crowd favorite at
the Isengard.  The Isengard served us well
throughout the night, since the observing
field conditions remained somewhat
breezy.  I would like to thank all the GNTO
committee folks who helped to make this
event such a success.   Mark Kroska gave
multiple facility tours for our guests and
also ran a very successful series of CCD
imaging sessions throughout the night,
using the ST9-E CCD camera on the
Astrophysics refractor.  Larry Cash and
Gordon Pegue ran the Isengard for the
benefit of all.  Karen Keese and Nancy
Davis lent a hand to make our guests feel
welcome.

Our GNTO committee meeting took place
on March 21st with eight attendees,
including Larry Cash, Ray Collins, Nancy
Davis, Barry Gordon, Karen Keese, Mark
Kroska, and George Pellegrino.  Since the
committee meeting followed closely on
the heels of our first meeting to on the
Dark Sky conference, Chris Wilson was
subjected to a bit of committee meeting
as well.  Once the confusion of meeting
topics cleared, we discussed some of the
recent GNTO wiring improvements.  We
planned one short-term project to make
the 16” Meade dobsonian scope a little
easier to move in and out of the
observatory, and we decided to try some
inexpensive solutions first.

We decided that the time was right to
purchase the CFW-8 color filter wheel that
will allow our ST9-E CCD camera to do
color imaging.  One of the driving forces
in this decision is a cost increase that is
scheduled to go into effect in a month or
so.  The current cost of the color wheel is

$849, and we are eligible for a 10%
discount because of our educational
outreach programs, which brings the price
down to $774 including shipping.  I later
received the OK from the TAAS Board of
Directors for the expenditure.  Since that
time, we have received generous
donations in the amount of $500 from
George Pellegrino’s business, MyoRehab
Inc., as well as personal donations of $100
each from Gordon Pegue and Carl Frisch.
Thanks folks, you make it a pleasure to
plan improvements for GNTO!  The color
filter wheel is ordered, and should be
available for use in a few weeks.

Our next committee meeting topics
included discussion of previous GNTO
events, and plans for the Messier
Marathon.  New GNTO web pages for the
TAAS web site are nearly complete,
thanks to a lot of hard work by Mark
Kroska.  Progress is also being made on
the TAAS screensaver project.  The
working group of Karen, Mark and
Gordon shared a list of potential images
and topics for the project.  This project will
use software donated by Dan Richey, and
features images taken by TAAS members
that will result in at revenue generating
product for TAAS.
For those of you with some good CCD or
film images, this is a great opportunity to
help out TAAS, and maybe get a little
recognition as well.  Please let us know if
you have any images share.

Final meeting topics included some
strategy sessions on how best to deal with
some of the power plants that are
proposed in the Belen area, and some
modifications to the level III training
program.  As the meeting wound up,
Barry Gordon announced that his long-
term retirement plans dictate that he will
no longer be a regular at GNTO committee
meetings.  We have valued Barry’s
contributions over the years, and urged
him to visit the committee whenever he
felt so inclined.  Barry, thanks for all your
help, you did a great job of putting up
with us, and offering your voice of reason
to our discussions!

The GNTO event on April 6th was largely
clouded out, but a small group of folks
seemed to have a good time anyway.
TAAS Folks who braved the conditions
included Joel C’. de Baca, Jay Harden,
Mark Kroska,  Keith Wiley and Dave
Wilson.  Judy Stanley brought out David
Simon as a guest.  David is the Assistant
Commissioner for Education and Special
Projects with the State Land Office, and is

involved some of the planning on the
Mesa del Sol project southeast of
Albuquerque.  David wanted to see what
GNTO was all about, and to discuss
possible involvement of TAAS with the
Mesa del Sol project.

Mark and Judy gave David a good tour
of the facility, while I worked in the
dwindling light to repair the road dragger.
Mark also invited two guests that he had
met at the previous night’s UNM viewing,
so Anglica Sanchez and Tim Gonzales
rounded out the group.  By the time
darkness set in, it became fairly apparent
that the clouds were not going to let up,
so Joel had to settle for a few dim planet
views as he checked out his newly
constructed 10” dobsonian scope.  Joel’s
scope uses optics from Discovery, but he
made everything else himself and the end
result looks great.

The few of us that remained decided to
work on improving the portability of the
16” Meade dobsonian that is now stored
in the lower level of the observatory.  After
some additional bracing was added, it
looks like a loading dolly may work well
for moving the assembled scope in and
out of the observatory.   We will try this
method for a while and see how it works.

I returned to GNTO the next day, Sunday
April 7th, and managed to use the
refurbished road dragger to drag the
lower part of Twining Lane.  I made two
passes up and back from the observatory
to the water tank that lies just west of
Twining.  The dragger seemed to work
well in the softer areas, and was somewhat
less effective in the sections where the
road surface is harder.  Under the new
configuration, you can hook the dragger
to a standard trailer ball, fitting the hook
over the neck of the ball, so that others
can share in this maintenance adventure.
I also was able to switch some of our
computer hardware, so that we now have
a CDRW drive in the TAAS 2 computer.
The larger hard drive, donated by that
Lafarge Concrete Co., is now installed in
the TAAS 2 machine as well.

There have been a few meetings regarding
power plans proposed for the Belen area.
Karen Keese, Ray Collins and I attended
the April 8th State Air Quality Permit
hearing in Belen.  We talked to some of
the people organizing the opposition to
the power plant. Although it is likely that
the State Air Quality Permit will be

Continued on page 10
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UNM Report
Jay Harden, UNM Campus

Observatory coordinator
unm_coord@taas.org

TAAS Reports/Notices
❖

❖

❖

❖

❖ ❖

Dave Brown, treasurer@taas.org

Monthly Membership Report
(March, 2002)

Membership Current Past Change
 Month    Month

Regular 206 203 3
Family 62 60 2
Educational 23 23 0
Total Paid 291 286 5
Honorary 4 4 0
Complimentary 11 11 0
Total Members 306 301 5

Please note that the deadline for the
June 2002 issue of The Sidereal Times
will be Friday, May 17th, as the
finished manuscript must be at the
printers on Monday, May 20th so
that you will receive it by the
following Saturday.  My e-mail
address is editor@taas.org.

Editor’s Note

I5 Mar:  Good viewing night.  We had 35
viewers.  Docents: Brock Parker, Mark
Kroska, Jim Lawrence, Jay Harden.
22 Mar:  Good viewing night except for
some wind.  We had 35-40 viewers.
Docents: Ray Collins, Gordon Pegue,
Brock Parker, Fred Brandeberry, Jay
Harden.
29 Mar:  I blew this one due to poor
weather forecasting on my part.  I was at
UNM until just before 7:00. It was raining
so I left.  Mark came later and reported
the following:  Docents: Mark Kroska,
Shanon Mann, Brock Parker.  It was clear
most of the time and they had 20 viewers.

Membership  Services
• All Membership Inquiries
• Update your Membership
• Magazine subscriptions

membership@taas.org
505/275-9126 (O)

PO Box 50581  Albuquerque, NM
87181-0581

Contact Dave Brown at

Astronomy Trivia
David Blair

The Questions:

1. Which of the following was not
listed as one of the seven planets
by the ancient Greeks?
a. The sun
b. The moon
c. The earth
d. Mercury
e. Saturn
2. Thirty years ago, I walked on the
moon. Later I was elected to high
office by the voters of New Mexico.
Who am I?
a. Charlie Duke
b. Gary Johnson
c. Bruce King
d. Jack Schmidt
e. Alan Shepard
3. Which of the following is the
farthest away from the Earth?
a. Alpha Centauri
b. the Andromeda Galaxy
c. the Orion Nebula
d. Pluto
e. the Seven Sisters star cluster
4. What is an asteroid?
a. a moon of one of the gas giant
planets
b. a speck of space dust burning up
in the earth’s atmosphere
c. an ice ball that shoots off a tail of
gas whenever it approaches
the sun.
d. nothing but a figment of
Hollywood’s imagination.
e. a minor planet in orbit around the
sun.
5. I am one of the all-time bigwigs of
physics, and I invented the
reflecting telescope. Who am I?
a. Albert Einstein
b. Euclid
c. Galileo
d. Steven Hawking
e. Isaac Newton
6. Including the Earth’s moon, how
many moons can be seen with
10 x 50mm binoculars from New
Mexico?
a. Only one, the earth’s moon.
b. two
c. three
d. four
e. six

Answers on page 11

Thank you to those who responded to
the General Meeting survey that was
distributed at the March 3 meeting
and to those who emailed their ideas
to me. I appreciate the feedback and
the direction. Hopefully, I can be
responsive to most of your
suggestions.

Several of you indicated that your
favorite meetings are those where the
guest speakers are TAAS members; on
April 27, you will hear from two TAAS
members, John Sefick and G.B.
Cornucopia. Please let me know if
there are other TAAS members from
whom you’d like to hear.

Some of you expressed your desire for
speakers from the Very Large Array
(VLA); one of our meetings this
summer will feature a return visit
from Dave Finley, Public Information
Officer for the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory and the VLA.

The Institute of Meteoritics and
Starfire were also suggested as
attractive sources for speakers, and
“more astrophotos of deep-sky
objects” was on one person’s wish
list—perhaps John Sefick’s slide show
on April 27 will partially satisfy your
appetite. Mars seems to be a popular
subject…duly noted. (A side note:
there seems to be a hankering for more
TAAS field trips. Please check out the
June 8 field trip to Chaco. Is there
anyone out there who’d like to take
on a fun job—organizing TAAS field
trips?)

More than one respondent mentioned
keeping the speakers on a time limit,
keeping the meetings moving along,
not letting them run too long. That is
probably my greatest challenge, riding
herd without being rude. I’ll do my
best; please let me know if I’m missing
the mark. You can reach me at
pr@taas.org or 261-0040.

I must say, though, my favorite survey
response—to the question “Which
program was your favorite?—was
“The one with the wedding proposal.”
Folks, I’m not sure it will be possible
to top that one.

❖ ❖

❖ ❖

Survey says...
Karen Keese

Dan Richey
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Observer’s Page ❖

❖

Here are some
images that
John Sefick
and Carl
Frisch took of
the most
r e c e n t
s u p e r n o v a
d i s c o v e r y,
SN2002bu1.

J2000 coordinates of the galaxy are:
RA 12h17m30.1s DEC +45d37m08s.
Other info for the galaxy:
Constellation: Canes Venatici (about 12.5º  from M51)
Diameter (arcmin): 5.0 x   3.8
Magnitude: 11.37
Classification: SAB(s)dm

Cheers
Gordon Pegue

 John and I took these
images of the SN in
NGC4242.  Included is
the discovery image,
2002bu1.

Our images, were
taken with John’s
10" R-C and his ST-
10E camera (binned
2X2) for five
minutes.

Discovery Image
2002bul

GNTO continued
granted for the development, we are not sure of the path that
this process will take from this meeting forward.  The Valencia
County Commission has yet to decide what steps might be
necessary.

This particular power plant is proposed for an industrial park
located a few miles southeast of downtown Belen (and about 8
miles northeast of GNTO).  This is the so-called “Rio
Communities” power plant.  The company behind the
development is called Valencia Energy LLC, which bears a
Tempe, AZ postal address, even though the parent company is
out of Illinois.  Water usage is bound to be the sticking point for
this development, because it will take water away from
residential users in the long run, only to generate power that is
largely targeted for export out of state.

After notifying the opposition organizers that we would be
unable to stay late enough to make a presentation, I was shocked
they made arrangements for us to speak next.  So, after about 80
seconds to assemble my unprepared thoughts, I found myself
being sworn in at the microphone.  What ever I said seemed to
go over well with the meeting crowd (probably because it was
so short!)  Virtually all of those attending the meeting seemed to
be opposed to the power plant.

We have a Belen school star party coming up on May 14th at
Belen Central Elementary.  It will be important to get a big TAAS
turnout, so Valencia County residents can see how important
our presence can be for their community.

Sabinal area residents are working to form a Socorro County
zoning district, so this may delay Cobisa’s plans for a power
plant that would lie about 2 miles southeast of GNTO.  Cobisa
may be looking at two nearby sites, which are just outside of the
proposed zoning district.

The next GNTO training sessions are scheduled for May 4th.
Karen Keese will conduct the Level I Isengard training, while
Mark Kroska will tackle Level III CCD and Astrophysics training.
We will also do some training on the use of the TAAS computers
and the interface from the Isengard to TheSky software.
Remember that many of the folks attending the Level I Isengard
training do so as a refresher, and that all who take the training
are welcome to a personal copy of the laminated GNTO glovebox
guide.  We hope the new color filter wheel will be available for
the Level III training session.

Remember that several general-purpose telescopes are available
for use at GNTO.  Don’t feel you need to have your own
equipment in order to have fun at GNTO, because there are
plenty of good opportunities with the equipment that is on-site.

GNTO committee meetings are open to all interested TAAS
members.  We meet on Thursdays, one week before the TAAS
general meeting.  Everyone is welcome to contribute at
committee meetings.  If you have questions about access and
availability of GNTO, please contact me (Pete Eschman,
gnto@taas.org, home phone: 873-1517, work phone: 277-0020.)

In your travels to GNTO, remember that there are lots of free
ranging cattle along the road, and the young calves can be very
unpredictable, so be careful!.  I hope to see you soon at GNTO.
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Classified Ads
Free Telescope Offer

Some restrictions apply.  Offer valid for current TAAS members.  Offer is first

come first served.  Late comers will be put on a waiting list.   Neither TAAS nor

the telescope curators will be held liable for any lost sleep or other  problems

arising from the use of TAAS scopes.

Borrowers are required to enjoy the telescopes.

★★ ★★

★★

What’s that?  Did you say Free?  That’s right FREE!

Any TAAS member can use this coupon  to borrow a TAAS telescope.

Call Randall Gauntt at 293-3410 or telescope_loans@taas.org and      receive

a loaner telescope absolutely free.  You can choose from scopes with   apertures

ranging  from 6” to 13”.

❖❖        SOCIETY STAFF        ❖❖

President/ATM Coordinator Ray Collins 344-9686(H) president@taas.org atm@taas.org
Vice President/Public Relations/Gen Mtg Coord Karen Keese 261-0040(C) vp@taas.org pr@taas.org
Secretary David Blair 296-9632(H) secretary@taas.org
Treasurer/Membership Services Dave Brown 275-9126(O) treasurer@taas.org membership@taas.org
Director/Observatory Director Pete Eschman 873-1517 (H) gnto@taas.org
Director/Education Liaison Judy Stanley 838-2950 (H) education_coord@taas.org
Director/Membership Director Neil Goldberg 798-1958 (H) Neil@taas.org1
Director/Newsletter Editor Dan Richey 293-3983 (H) editor@taas.org
Director Eric Bucheit 771-9050 (H) Eric@taas.org
Director Larry Cash 299-4686 (H) Larry@taas.org
Director Barry Spletzer 294-4601 (H) Barry@taas.org
Director Chris Wilson 821-1640 (H) Chris@taas.org

Board of Directors - board@taas.org Telephone E-mail Address

Events Coordinator Vacant events_coord@taas.org
TAAS Archivist Pat Appel 292-0463 (H) archivist@taas.org
TAAS Librarian Dawn Gray 856-2054 (H) librarian@taas.org
ATM Coordinator Michael Pendley 296-0549 (H) atm@taas.org
TAAS Web Master Sammy Lockwood 275-0258 (H) webmaster@taas.org
UNM Campus Observatory Coordinator Jay Harden 296-0537 (H) unm_coord@taas.org
Telescope Curator Randall Gauntt 293-3410 (H) telescope_loans@taas.org
Explorer Post 110 President Ted Schuler-Sandy 856-7450 (H) post110_pres@taas.org
Explorer Post 110 Advisor Mark Kroska 884-9108 (H) post110_advisor@taas.org

The Answers:

1. To the ancient Greeks, the planets (the word means wanderers)
were objects in the sky that didn’t stay in fixed patterns from
year to year the way the stars did. The seven wanderers were
the sun, the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.
So the correct answer is (c) the earth.
2. New Mexico Governor Gary Johnson is the one who is gonna
climb Mount Everest, not the one who already hiked on the moon.
The correct answer is (d) Jack Schmidt, who walked on the moon
in 1972 and later represented New Mexico in the United States
Senate.
3. Pluto, which is part of our own solar system, is by far the
nearest. Alpha Centauri, the Seven Sisters, and the Orion Nebula
are part of our own Milky Way Galaxy. The correct answer is (b)
the Andromeda Galaxy, which lies far beyond our galaxy and is
about 2000 times more distance than the Orion Nebula, the next
most distant object.
4. An asteroids is (e) a minor planet in orbit around the sun. In
binoculars, you can see the brightest ones if you know just where
to look. They appear to be faint stars, but if you watch carefully,
you can see their positions changing from one night to the next.
The well-known ones range in size from about one-third the
diameter of the moon down to less than the size of Sandia Crest.
5. The greatest physicists come up with grand theories that help
us understand the universe—not usually for practical inventions.
The exception is (e) Isaac Newton, inventor of the reflecting
telescope, which uses a curved mirror instead of a lens to form
its images. It is very practical, indeed. For the same money, you
can buy or build a much larger reflector.
6. Many amazing things are just beyond the range of the unaided
human eye—the mountains of the earth’s moon, dozens of
gorgeous star clusters, and occasionally the crescent of Venus.
Four moons of Jupiter are easily visible in a good pair of
binoculars. The  largest moon of Saturn can also be detected. So,
adding our own moon, the answer is (e) six.

❖

❖
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MEMBERSHIP:  You may request a
membership application by calling the
Hotline (296-0549) or by sending e-mail
to membership@taas.org. Applications
may also be downloaded from the Web
site.  Annual dues to The Albuquerque
Astronomical Society are $30/year for a
full membership and $15/year for a full
time student (High School or less)
membership.  Additional family members
may join  for $5/each (student and family
memberships are not eligible to vote on
society matters).  New member
information packets can be downloaded
from the website or requested from the
TAAS Membership Services Director at
membership@taas.org  You may send
your dues by mail to our newsletter return
address with your check written out to
The Albuquerque Astronomical Society
or give your check to the Treasurer  at the
next meeting.
MAGAZINES:  Discount magazine
subscriptions to Sky and Telescope  and
Astronomy  as well as discounts on books
from Sky Publishing Corporation are
available when purchased by TAAS
members through our society.  Include any
of the above magazine renewal mailers
and subscription payments as part of your

renewal check.  Make checks out to TAAS
(we will combine and send one check to
the publisher). Warning: publishers take
several months to process magazine
subscriptions.
ARTICLES/ADVERTISEMENTS:
Articles, personal astronomical classified
advertisements and business card size
advertisements for businesses related to
astronomy must be submitted by the
deadline shown on the Society calendar
(generally the Saturday near the new
Moon)  Rates for commercial ads (per
issue) are $120 per page, $60 per half page,
$30 per quarter page.  The newsletter
editor reserves the right to include and/
or edit any article or advertisement.   E-
mail attachments in Microsoft Word, 10
point Palatino, justified, no indent at
paragraph beginning, one  space  between
paragraphs is preferred.   ASCII and RTF
are acceptable.  One column is
approximately 350 words.  Contact the
Newsletter Editor at editor@taas.org  for
more information.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS:  Note that The
Sidereal Times  is mailed at a nonprofit
organization bulk mail rate.  As a result,
the newsletter will NOT be forwarded to
your new address should you move!!
Please provide the Database Manager

NONPROFIT ORG.
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The Albuquerque Astronomical Society

P. O. Box 50581
Albuquerque, NM 87181-0581

Address Service Requested

with your new mailing    address to ensure
that you receive your newsletter.
TAAS LIBRARY:  Please contact the
Librarian at librarian@taas.org or 856-2054
to check out a book or make a
contribution.

TAAS on the World Wide Web:

http://www.taas.org
http://www.taas.org/download
taas@www.taas.org
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